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Abstract

Background

Preliminary Results

Gamma radiation is a very high frequency, very
dangerous1 electromagnetic wave that has a chance
of being emitted after radioactive decay2. Locating
the previously unknown source of nuclear radiation in
a rapid and efficient manner is critically important,
but challenging. We aim to create an architecture for
multiple, fully independent agents that cooperate to
localize sources faster than existing single-agent
architectures, without compromising accuracy. Using
agent based modeling and deep reinforcement
learning, agents are enabled to make decisions based
on other agents' behaviors
while maintaining
programmatic autonomy. We hypothesize that
radiation sources can be localized faster using
multiple agents rather than one.

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) is a subset
of Machine Learning where an agent leverages a
directional weighted graph called a neural network
to make decisions based on trial and error. DRL
grants agents the ability to both learn from their
pasts and generalize about environments they have
never encountered, making them flexible and
adaptable. We aim to build a new architecture
based on RAD-A2C.

When comparing simple (non-DRL non-ABM) agent
searches, preliminary testing shows multiple agents
locate radiation sources more rapidly than their single
agent counterparts.

Methodology
We will evaluate our architecture in a simulated
environment across a range of agent counts for a
single radiation source with randomized locations and
environment sizes. Performance is measured in
average episode length (mean actions taken) and
rate of completion over 50,000 simulations.

CPS

Figure 1: Agents navigate a simulated environment seeking radiation intensity increases
(LEFT); Intensity (cps) can be modeled using the Inverse Square Law +λ[3] where 𝐼 is the
source intensity and r is the distance from the source. For visual simplicity, interreference (λ)
here is modeled at 0 (RIGHT).

Figure 4: Deterministic search patterns when compared with random-action search
patterns for a single agent.

Figure 2: The RAD-A2C Architecture2. Reinforcement Learning with a Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process. At each timestep (n + 1), an agent takes an action an that yields a new state
sn+1. From this state, an observation on+1 and reward rn+1. are returned to the agent (LEFT)2;
RAD-A2C source search architecture. The Particle Filter Gated Recurrent Unit (PFGRU) predicts
the source location (x̂s, ŷs) and feeds it to the Actor-Critic (A2C) with the observation. The OneControl Gated Recurrent Unit (CGRU) “encodes the inputs over time in its hidden state” 2 and the
Actor chooses an action from this. The Critic predicts the expected return from this hidden state.
(RIGHT)2.

Agent Based Modeling (ABM) is a system
modeled as a collection of autonomous decisionmaking entities called agents4. Each agent will
autonomously analyze it’s own circumstance and
make decisions according to it’s individual DRL
algorithm. Agents prioritize the global maximum
intensity reading over their own intensity reading
and seek out that location. Otherwise, when in
proximity of another agent, they take steps to
spread apart. This ensures that agents maximize
their search area, but converge upon the source as
soon as it is detected.

Figure 5: Average episode length for single and multiple deterministic agents compared
with random-action search patterns.

Conclusion
Preliminary testing shows the potential for improved
radiation localization with multiple agents. With
faster localization, the source of dangerous Gamma
radiation can be identified and mitigated and their
threat to human life can be drastically reduced. The
next steps in this project are to fully implement
agent-based
collaboration
and
develop
and
implement a novel multi-agent DRL architecture
based on RAD-A2C.
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Figure 3: Conceptual visualization of multiple Agents coordinating to find the global
maximal radiation intensity (CPS). Radiation Modeling by Molnar et Al.3

